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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
By Michael Peterson
This deluxe tribute to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is filled with rare photographs from the
storied archives of the Daily Mail. The images
show Queen Elizabeth from the time she was a newborn
baby in 1926, through her childhood and the war years, to
her marriage, coronation, and on throughout her years on
the throne. Author Michael Paterson’s text sets this unique
album in context, highlighting some of the major events in
what has been a thoroughly eventful life.

Peggy Sue Got Murdered
by Tess Gerritsen
Tough, streetwise medical examiner M.J. Novak
thinks she's seen it all. But when a woman named
Peggy Sue dies under very mysterious circumstances, M.J. is completely stumped. Her investigation uncovers a corruption in a major pharmaceutical company and the charms of its powerfully handsome president.

The Whole Enchilada by Diane Mott Davidson
Goldy Schulz knows her food is to die for, but
she never expects one of her best friends to actually keel over when she's leaving a birthday
party Goldy has catered. At first, everyone assumes that all the fun and excitement of the party, not to mention the rich fare, did her in. But what looks
like a coronary turns out to be a generous serving of coldblooded murder. And the clever culprit is just getting cooking. When a colleague a woman who resembles Goldy is
stabbed, and Goldy is attacked outside her house, it becomes clear that the popular caterer is the main course on a
killer menu.

A Spool of Blue Thread by Ann Tyler
"It was a beautiful, breezy, yellow-and-green afternoon." This is the way Abby Whitshank always
begins the story of how she fell in love with Red
that day in July 1959. The whole family, their two
daughters and two sons, their grandchildren, even
their faithful old dog—is on the porch, listening contentedly
as Abby tells the tale they have heard so many times before.
And yet this gathering is different too: Abby and Red are
growing older, and decisions must be made about how best
to look after them, and the fate of the house so lovingly built
by Red's father. Brimming with the luminous insight, humor,
and compassion that are Anne Tyler's hallmarks, this capacious novel takes us across three generations of the Whitshanks, their shared stories and long-held secrets, all the
unguarded and richly lived moments that combine to define
who and what they are as a family.

Nantucket Sisters by Nancy Thayer
When they meet as girls on a beach in Nantucket,
Maggie McIntyre and Emily Porter become fast
friends though Emily’s well-heeled mother would
prefer that she associate with the upscale daughters of bankers and statesmen rather than the child of a local seamstress. But the two lively, imaginative girls nevertheless spend many golden summers together building castles in the sand, creating magical worlds of their own, and
forging grand plans for their future.
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Heaven is for Real, a Little Boy’s Astounding Story, His Trip to Heaven and
Back by Todd Burpo
With disarming innocence and the plainspoken boldness of a child, Colton tells of meeting
long-departed family members. He describes
Jesus, the angels,how “really, really big” God
is, and how much God loves us. Retold by his father,but
using Colton’s uniquely simple words,Heaven Is for Real
offers a glimpse of the world that awaits us, where as Colton says, “Nobody is old and nobody wears glasses.”

Six Suspects by Vikas Swarup
Seven years ago, Vivek "Vicky" Rai, the playboy son of the home minister of Uttar Pradesh,
murdered bartender Ruby Gill at a trendy restaurant in New Delhi, simply because she refused to serve him a drink. Now Vicky Rai has been killed
at the party he was throwing to celebrate his acquittal. The
police arrest six guests with guns in their possession: a
corrupt bureaucrat who claims to have become Mahatma
Gandhi; an American tourist infatuated with an Indian actress; a Stone Age tribesman on a quest; a Bollywood sex
symbol with a guilty secret; a mobile-phone thief who
dreams big; and an ambitious politician prepared to stoop
low. Swarup unravels the lives and motives of the six suspects, offering both a riveting page-turner and an insightful
look into the heart of contemporary India.

The Jewel in the Crown by Paul Scott
No set of novels so richly recreates the last days
of India under British rule—"two nations locked in
an imperial embrace"—as Paul Scott's historical
tour de force, The Raj Quartet. The Jewel in the
Crown opens in 1942 as the British fear both
Japanese invasion and Indian demands for independence.
On the night after the Indian Congress Party votes to support Ghandi, riots break out and an ambitious police
sargeant arrests a young Indian for the alleged rape of the
woman they both love.

The Memory Room by Mary Rakaw
Barbara is musical, well educated, a good
friend. What leaves her cowering in the corner
of an elevator? Drawing from the power of
friendship, music, art, the Psalms, and the
poetry of Paul Celan, we watch as Barbara
saves herself and slowly finds a way to a new world of
faith and love. The Memory Room explores her willingness to mine painful memories in order to construct a
new life. The sentences in this novel, each its own masterpiece, manage, when strung together, to connect the
dots of human cruelty and salvation. It is a portrait of lost
innocence, and one woman’s choice to see beauty in
the world even as she faces the darkest side of her own
human nature.

The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins
Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning.
Every day she rattles down the track, flashes past a
stretch of cozy suburban homes, and stops at the signal
that allows her to daily watch the same couple breakfasting on their deck. She’s even started to feel like she
knows them. “Jess and Jason,” she calls them. Their
life—as she sees it—is perfect. Not unlike the life she
recently lost. And then she sees something shocking.
It’s only a minute until the train moves on, but it’s
enough. Now everything’s changed. Unable to keep it to
herself, Rachel offers what she knows to the police, and
becomes inextricably entwined in what happens next, as
well as in the lives of everyone involved. Has she done
more harm than good? Compulsively readable, The Girl
on the Train is an emotionally immersive, Hitchcockian
thriller and an electrifying debut.

A God in Ruins by Kate Atkinson
The dramatic story of the 20th Century
through Ursula's beloved younger brother
Teddy--would-be poet, heroic pilot, husband,
father, and grandfather-as he navigates the
perils and progress of a rapidly changing world. After all
that Teddy endures in battle, his greatest challenge is living in a future he never expected to have. An ingenious
and moving exploration of one ordinary man's path
through extraordinary times.
Hissing Cousins by Mark Peyser
When Theodore Roosevelt became president in
1901, his beautiful and flamboyant daughter was
transformed into "Princess Alice," arguably the
century's first global celebrity. Thirty-two years
later, her first cousin Eleanor moved into the White House
as First Lady. Born eight months and twenty blocks apart
from each other in New York City, Eleanor and Alice spent
a large part of their childhoods together and were far more
alike than most historians acknowledge. But their politics
and temperaments couldn't have been more distinct. Dogooder Eleanor was committed to social justice but hated
the limelight; acid-tongued Alice, who became the wife of
philandering Republican congressman Nicholas Longworth, was an opponent of big government who gained
notoriety for her cutting remarks. While Eleanor revolutionized the role of First Lady with her outspoken passion for
human rights, Alice made the most of her insider connections to influence politics, including doing as much to defeat the League of Nations as anyone in elective office.
A Fatal Grace by Louise Penny
CC de Poitiers managed to alienate everyone in
the hamlet of Three Pines, right up to the moment she died. When Chief Inspector Armand
Gamache begins his investigation, it seems like
an impossible murder: CC was electrocuted on
a frozen lake, in front of the entire town, during the annual
curling tournament. With compassion and courage,
Gamache digs beneath the idyllic surface of village life to
find long buried secrets, while his own enemies threaten
to bring something even more chilling than the bitter winter
winds to Three Pines.

Sworn to Silence

In Painters Mill, Ohio, the Amish and "English"
residents have lived side by side for two centuries. But sixteen years ago, a series of brutal
murders shattered the peaceful farming community. A young Amish girl named Kate Burkholder survived the terror of the Slaughterhouse Killer, but ultimately decided to leave her community. A wealth of experience later, Kate has been asked to return to Painters Mill
as chief of police. Her Amish roots and big-city law enforcement background make her the perfect candidate.
She's certain she's come to terms with her past, until the
first body is discovered in a snowy field. Kate vows to
stop the killer before he strikes again. But to do so, she
must betray both her family and her Amish past-and expose a dark secret that could destroy her.

The Dead Will Tell

Everyone in Painters Mill knows the abandoned Hochstetler farm is haunted. But only a
handful of the residents remember the terrible
secrets lost in the muted/hushed whispers of
time--and now death is stalking them, seemingly from the grave. On a late-night shift, Chief of Police
Kate Burkholder is called to the scene of an apparent
suicide--an old man found hanging from the rafters in his
dilapidated barn. But evidence quickly points to murder
and Kate finds herself chasing a singularly difficult and
elusive trail of evidence that somehow points back to the
tragedy of that long ago incident.

After the Storm

When a tornado tears through Painters Mill
and unearths human remains, Chief of Police
Kate Burkholder finds herself tasked with the
responsibility of identifying the bones--and
notifying the family. Evidence quickly emerges
that the death was no accident and Kate finds herself
plunged into a thirty year old case that takes her deep
into the Amish community to which she once belonged.

Dead Wake by Erik Larsen
On May 1, 1915, with WWI entering its tenth
month, a luxury ocean liner as richly appointed as an English country house sailed out of
New York, bound for Liverpool, carrying a record number of children and infants. The passengers
were surprisingly at ease, even though Germany had
declared the seas around Britain to be a war zone. For
months, German U-boats had brought terror to the
North Atlantic. But the Lusitania was one of the era’s
great transatlantic “Greyhounds” the fastest liner then in
service and her captain, William Thomas Turner, placed
tremendous faith in the gentlemanly strictures of warfare that for a century had kept civilian ships safe
fromttattack. Germany, however, was determined to
change the rules of the game, and Walther Schwieger,
the captain of Unterseeboot-20, was happy to oblige.
Meanwhile, an ultra-secret British intelligence unit
tracked Schwieger’s U-boat, but told no one. As U-20
and the Lusitania made their way toward Liverpool, an
array of forces both grand and achingly small hubris,
a chance fog, a closely guarded secret, and more all
converged to produce one of the great disasters of history.

Green River, Running Red by Ann Rule
In her most personal and provocative book to
date, the #1 bestselling master of true crime
presents "her long-awaited definitive narrative
of the brutal and senseless crimes that haunted the Seattle area for decades" (Publishers
Weekly). This is the extraordinary true story of the most
prolific serial killer the nation had ever seen — a case
involving more than forty-nine female victims, two decades of intense investigative work...and one unrelenting
killer who not only attended Ann Rule's book signings
but lived less than a mile away from her home.

Buddhaland Brooklyn
by Richard C. Morias
Seido Oda spent his boyhood in a small mountainside village in rural Japan. When his parents
hand him over to the monks at the nearby Buddhist monastery, he devotes himself to painting, poetry, and
prayer—and avoiding human contact. But his quiet life is
unexpectedly upended when he is ordered by his superior to
open a temple in Brooklyn. New York is a shock to the introverted Oda, who now must lead a ragtag army of eccentrics
who make up the local Buddhist community. After tragedy
strikes, Oda finally realizes his own long-buried sadness and
spiritual short-comings. It is only with newly opened eyes
that Oda comes to find in Brooklyn the home he has always
sought.

What is an Interlibrary Loan?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Looking for a certain book you
have always wanted to read?
A book our library doesn’t own?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This service begins at the Reference Desk,
Central & Branch. The library
offers this service for a fee of $5.00.
Your request is sent out to all
libraries and universities throughout
the United States.
If the item is available to loan,
we will notify you as soon as possible.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Please keep in mind the loan depends on if the item
is still in print, the condition of the item, and whether
the other library will make the loan.
If an additional fee is requested by the lending library
you will be contacted. You will have the opportunity to
accept or decline at that point.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The original $5.00 fee is non-refundable.

Jewels of Allah, The Untold Story of the
Women in Iran by Nina Ansary
Inspired by author Nina Ansary's scholarly
journey, Jewels of Allah is a provocative roller
coaster ride that shatters the stereotypical
assumptions and the often misunderstood
story of women in Iran today. Highlighting many courageous female leaders and advocates throughout Iran's
history, the book illuminates the unanticipated consequences of the Islamic Revolution and the unexpected
twists and turns leading to a full-blown feminist movement within a post-revolutionary patriarchal society.
The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry
by Gabrielle Zevin
A. J. Fikry’s life is not at all what he expected it
to be. He lives alone, his bookstore is experiencing the worst sales in its history, and now
his prized possession, a rare collection of Poe
poems, has been stolen. But when a mysterious package appears at the bookstore, its unexpected arrival
gives Fikry the chance to make his life over—and see
everything anew.

Pirate Hunters by Robert Kurson

Finding and identifying a pirate ship is the hardest
thing to do under the sea. But two men, John
Chatterton and John Mattera, are willing to risk
everything to find the Golden Fleece, the ship of
the infamous pirate Joseph Bannister. At large
during the Golden Age of Piracy in the seventeenth century,
Bannister’s exploits would have been more notorious than
Blackbeard’s, more daring than Kidd’s, but his story, and his
ship, have been lost to time. If Chatterton and Mattera succeed, they will make history it will be just the second time
ever that a pirate ship has been discovered and positively
identified. Soon, however, they realize that cutting-edge technology and a willingness to lose everything aren’t enough to
track down Bannister’s ship. They must travel the globe in
search of historic documents and accounts of the great pirate’s exploits, face down dangerous rivals, battle the tides of

nations and governments and experts.

Lunch @ the library

September 17th-12 Noon
Central Library
~~~~~~

Community Networking
Megan Hobza

Discussing:
Whittier Free Store
Whittier Time Bank
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Join us for lunch at the library on the
3rd Thursday of each month, 12 to 1 pm
at our Central Library. Bring a lunch or
not.
Enjoy refreshments of cookies and beverages.

This program is sponsored by

H is for Hawk by Helen Macdonald
When Helen Macdonald's father died suddenly on
a London street, she was devastated. An experienced falconer—Helen had been captivated by
hawks since childhood—she'd never before been
tempted to train one of the most vicious predators,
the goshawk. But in her grief, she saw that the goshawk's
fierce and feral temperament mirrored her own. Resolving to
purchase and raise the deadly creature as a means to cope
with her loss, she adopted Mabel, and turned to the guidance of The Once and Future King author T.H. White's
chronicle The Goshawk to begin her challenging endeavor.
Projecting herself "in the hawk's wild mind to tame her" tested the limits of Macdonald's humanity and changed her life.

When the Emperor Was Devine
by Julie Otsuka
On a sunny day in Berkeley, California, in
1942, a woman sees a sign in a post office
window, returns to her home, and matter-offactly begins to pack her family's possessions.
Like thousands of other Japanese Americans they have
been reclassified, virtually overnight, as enemy aliens and
are about to be uprooted from their home and sent to a
dusty internment camp in the Utah desert. In this lean
and devastatingly evocative first novel, Julie Otsuka tells
their story from five flawlessly realized points of view and
conveys the exact emotional texture of their experience:
the thin-walled barracks and barbed-wire fences, the omnipresent fear and loneliness, the unheralded feats of heroism. When the Emperor Was Divine is a work of enormous power that makes a shameful episode of our history
as immediate as today's headlines.

Baking Cakes in Kigali by Giale Parkin
This soaring novel introduces us to Angel Tungaraza: mother, cake baker, pillar of her community,
keeper of secrets big and small. Angel’s kitchen is
an oasis in the heart of Rwanda, where visitors
stop to order cakes but end up sharing their stories, transforming their lives, leaving with new hope. In this
vibrant, powerful setting, unexpected things are beginning
to happen: A most unusual wedding is planned, a heartbreaking mystery involving Angel’s own family unravels,
and extraordinary connections are made, as a chain of
events unfolds that will change Angel’s life and the lives of
those around her in the most astonishing ways.

JoAnna Carl
The Chocolate Snowman Mystery
The much anticipated Winter Arts festival is here,
and as treasurer of Winterfest, Lee is up to her
elbows in mix-ups behind the scenes. When the
art show's guest juror shows up drunk, Lee lets
him sleep it off, only to find out later that someone's put
the visiting dignitary into a permanent state of repose.
Lee and Joe were the last people spotted near the crime
scene. In a seriously sticky situation, it's up to them to find
the real killer before someone else comes to a bitter end.
The Chocolate Moose Motive
As much as the chocolate concoctions at TenHuis
Chocolade can tantalize people’s tongues, Lee’s
newest hire is more likely to make them wag. Forsythia “Sissy” Smith is the granddaughter of Warner Pier’s
resident hippie, but the fact that Sissy is a third-generation
flower child is the least of Lee’s concerns. The previous
winter, Sissy’s husband, Buzz, was found dead, and even
though her alibi was airtight, the gossips are still pointing
their fingers at her.

Notes...

